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total wealth of Spanish ballads. Production has gone on unceasingly
since 1500. Its mass has been swelled, and its quality grievously
diminished, by print. Towards the middle of the sixteenth century
the first collection appeared, the anonymous Cancionero de Amberes.
It had an instant success, and several other collections of traditional
pieces were issued simultaneously. These collections gave the
standard for ballad-texts, and have exercised a decisive influence
in favour of curtailment. At the same time the printing-presses
poured out a flood of fly-leaves (pliegos sueltos) for the use of
street-singers. Collections were made also of particular cycles,
such as the ballads of the Infantes de Lara and the Cid. Into them
were swept not merely traditional pieces, but also modern inven-
tions ; for the interest aroused by the 'romances' tempted versifiers
like Timoneda and 'the Caesarian knight' (Mejia?) to chop up the
chronicles into verses. Such ballads are customarily called learned
(eruditos) by Spanish critics. They are not usually happy.
In this way a new wave of invention set in. What the 'learned'
had begun was continued by the great poets (romances artisticos).
Lope de Vega's love for the genre was so great that his plays are a
principal source for discovering lost versions or whole ballads.
Naturally the texts are accommodated to his requirements as a play-
wright; but so skilfully that it is scarcely possible to determine
what is new and what traditional. Like Burns, Scott, and Goethe,
Lope is one of the great poets who has completely absorbed the
ballad technique. But apart from pieces in, or associated with, the
traditional themes, Lope de Vega composed ballads on his own
aifairs, chiefly of an amatory nature. It was in this direction that
literary fashion was tending. The sentimental Moor had been in-
vented by Gines Perez de Hita, with some help from the Granadine
series of frontier ballads, and all Spaniards who felt sentimental
felt obliged to turn Moor in their verses (romances moriscos).
This is the kind of ballad in which Gongora excelled, though some-
times with a more virile accent than is common in the genre. His
Spaniard in Or an is a splendid piece, the ballad technique receiving
the perfecting touch of the artist. Gongora's verses seemed to
Herder to have the same qualities as the anonymous ballads, and to
promise the same enrichment for the German poetry for which he
longed.
Calderon, somewhat younger than Gongora, was not a success-
ful writer of ballads. It is true that he made but one attempt, but

